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Background

• Rigorous debate over IFL protection and 
management in FSC-certified forests since 
Motion 65 (2014)

• Concept was long in use in Canada and Russia 
but much less so in tropics

• Strong concern and pushback
• Significant regional diversity in emerging 

approaches 



WWF’s position 

• IFL solutions should improve protection of 
these irreplaceable forests while maintaining 
the viability of FSC certification in IFL-rich 
regions

• Significant flexibility needed in developing 
regionally specific approaches. Should 
consider abundance of IFL in the region, scale 
and intensity and risk of differing land use 
options 



IFL in boreal/north temperate zone 



High intensity of timber harvesting 
and large logging area size 
transform intact forests at both the 
stand and landscape level

Significant issues with forest type 
change and long-term timber 
sustainability 1. Clearcuts of uneven-aged spruce-fir in the Russian 

Far East

2. Clearcuts in northwest Russia

High-intensity harvesting



Species sensitive to fragmentation
1. Canada: boreal caribou 

2. Russia: Musk Deer, a lichen-eating 
mature coniferous forest obligate 
under intense poaching pressure
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Sikhot-alin Biophere reserve: Russian Far east. 



IFL as the last frontier for “wood mining” Example: Dvinsk-Pinega IFL, NW Russia



Potential solutions?

• Nature of the forest and the harvesting regime 
raises necessity of ambitious core area set-
asides

• The majority, but maybe not the vast majority



• Russia proposals: 
• Sliding 80-50-30% rule 
• Proposed conservation solution for Dvinsk-Pinega IFL



Conservation of untouched core area 
through intensification of 
management in other areas

Extension of an “adapted” 
management regime across the entire 
landscape with extremely limited core

Is either approach safe for caribou? 

Canada proposals:



IFL in the tropics 



Lower intensity direct impacts
• Low intensity selection 

harvesting *often* has 
lower direct impact on intact 
forest structure and 
processes

• But roads, roads, roads…



Congo Basin
• Great apes and forest 

elephants 

• Less sensitive to habitat 
alteration in intact forests 
after selection harvesting.

• Primary value of 
intactness is the limited 
access of roadlessness



1. Infrastructure networks that allow 
sustained increase access or maximize 
fragmentation trigger the need for greater 
cores.

2. Well-patrolled and/or decommissioned roads may, 
conceptually, be possible to “ignore” in some IFL

Re: everything by Fritz Kleinschroth





Potential solutions? 
• Suggests possibility of IFL regime with more modest 

cores but more active measures to control indirect 
logging effects. 

• Congo Basin: 20% cores, minimize permanent roads, 
active decommissioning of secondary roads

• Brazil: expand on existing protected zones to 30% in 
concessions to increase representativeness. 

• Both countries: increase requirements for 
maintenance of super-canopy trees, limit per-hectare 
logging intensity 



Recommendations

• Better to acknowledge and embrace diverse 
approaches of boreal/north temperate and 
tropics

• Link core area delineatoin to landscape 
planning initiatives (e.g. Brazil conservation 
network gap mapping)

• Accelerate practical research into reducing 
road impact in intact forests, especially in 
tropical countries 



Thank you! 

Brian Milakovsky
WWF International, IFL policy consultant
milakovsky@gmail.com  

My favorite IFL, the north temperate intact 
forests of the Kur River basin, Russian Far East
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